Dear Friends, the San and the midpoint of the 10th Day...
In terms of the 9 Level Mayan calendar continuation we have reached
the midpoint of the 10th Day of the Eighth Wave & this represents the
midpoint of this 360 day Tun = WEST.
Tuning into the Frequency of the 9 Level Mayan calendar understanding
of TIME & the Divine SONG LINES of the Universe =
www.theuniversalfrequency.com
Dr. Calleman's website and books gives great depth for the
understanding of the 9 Level Mayan calendar = www.calleman.com
In terms of the Tzolkin and Ian X Lungold's Mayan calendar video
presentations, please see this great website too =
www.mayanmajix.com
And in terms of understanding our evolutionary ascension and the
importance of the food we eat please view this video of Roy Littlesun at
Lake Titicaca talking about Atlantis and Lamuria =
https://vimeo.com/122415627
30 March 2017 = midpoint of 360 day Tun = WEST - I am feeling my truth
and trusting myself to SURF the Time Waves of Creation & tune into the
understanding of the 9 Level Universal Wave calendar Frequency. From
this ancient perspective I share how I see the weave together of TIME'S
growth and the deeper consciousness of the understandings of the
Cosmic TREE OF LIFE. The inner LIGHT is getting brighter and shining
stronger than ever and transmuting all the immature shadow aspects of
self.
Our Evolution can be seen to be continuing through the Universal Day
Keeping of Creations TIME Wave's understood in the "Tzolkin" and the
ancient "Tun" Mayan calendar systems weave together through the 9
Level Mayan calendar. It is not only the Mayan calendar it is the calendar
of the first peoples of Central America being the Aztec, Olmec, Toltec
and Maya etc.
From "Within" us the most ancient FIRE of Creations primordial
intentions emanates in full maturity to the Universal Memory of our
Creator's original SEED.

Through the walking of the Red Road and the Universal ONE HEART
TEACHINGS of the Cosmic Tree of Light it can be understood that we are
the result of the Creator's Star Seeds that has held the MEMORY of the
Diamond LIGHT codes, igniting the FIRE'S OF FLAWLESSNESS and birthing
the Golden Age of ONENESS on Earth, co-creating Earth as a fully mature
self aware "Portal of Peace and Love".
On 4-Ahau, 30 March 2017, in terms of the 260 day Tzolkin it was the
last day of 20 days, and in terms of the 360 day Tun it was the last day of
18 days and the last day of 180 days. We have reached the middle of the
360 days Tun, we are at the "point" of the WEST DIRECTION, symbolic of
going "within" to seek the courage to trust our truth and let go,
potentially transmuting and transcending with a feeling of being lighter
and supported to raise ourselves higher.
With the NINTH WAVE emanating Divine Light-Force that the Mayan
calendar aligns to it can be understood how Creations evolution
continues. Hence the yin/yang Quetzalcoatl Serpent-Like Wave
Movement of CREATIONS growth of the COSMIC TREE OF LIFE continues
since all cycles of the Mayan calendar 9 Level Pyramid of TIME arrived at
the top 9th Level and reached full maturity on 28 Oct 2011 = 13Ahau/Light.
Since then on the Ninth-Wave levels continuation of 18 day long cycles
of Light and 18 day long cycles of Dark, according to the Sacred Day
Keeping of the 9 Level Mayan calendar, on 30th March 2017 we
completed the "62nd Day" of an 18 day long cycle of LIGHT.
In terms of the Eighth-Wave level of continuing "Tun" 360 day long
cycles of Light and 360 day long cycles of Dark, we arrived on 30 March
at the middle point and 180th(West) day of the 360 day long 10th DAY
cycle of LIGHT that started on 2nd October 2016.
Through humanity the Universe is playing out to it's Divine PURPOSE,
Creations Divine Organic Evolution is driving our collective consciousness
to higher and higher levels of understanding, this is birthing Humanity to
Awaken itself and see what its role and purpose is in the Universal
Cosmic play of life, individually we are growing in awareness to levels
never yet seen or felt.... And sacredly we continue to evolve by the
UNIVERSAL Serpent-Like wave movements of TIME'S DIVINE PLAN,

understood in the 9 level Mayan calendar.
Their has never been a more important Time than "NOW", now is the
Time to set our differences aside and work together as ONE collective
Tree of Human Life. The San Bushmen hold the most ancient roots of the
Tree of Human Life and live as an example through their humility and
continued open hearted trust despite everything they have endured
over the time of humanities blindness and disregard towards them. So
that we can be here now it can be understood that they have lived from
the beginnings of Time for a very good reason, the San hold the wisdom
and records of Time for us now to understand and learn. In respect and
honour of life, they knew to leave nature as it is and change themselves
to be in tune with Earth's Natural Frequency, our western unconscious
ways has through the rise of civilization changed nature, this has had
great consequences. The San have an important role to play for the
collective Tree of Human Life, and it is not only the San, all Indigenous
first Nations peoples of Earth hold an important role in that if the roots
are not looked after and nourished then the tree will not be able to
support all with strength and clarity. Earth is raising her vibration and
Humanity is at the same time awakening and raising its vibration and
from her roots the FIRE will be lit for a collective FIRE symbolizing Love
and Peace.
Aho...
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